52. Process To Reclaim Your Inner Sight Capabilities
Beloved Malachi, Katherine Bell, Ph.D.,D.,D.
And Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in correcting the 3 Distortions of my Vision that took place
during the 3 Great Deluges? So I can regain my: Eternal Perspective of Existence as
Endless, where Cause and Effect are One and where Full and Present Experiences of
the Now Moment is How I live?
“Alright Beautiful One, come again into the Inner Being and the different states
of your Unconscious, the States that you have gathered upon lifetimes after lifetimes.
Beliefs that you have done things Wrong, Beliefs of Unworthiness, Beliefs of
Incapabilities, these are the aspects that have Blinded you.
“Now as you Breathe in and out with the Sacredness of Unconditional Love you
are Forgiving Yourself. Forgive yourself for Beliefs and Limitations. Forgive yourself
from Separation and then as you are doing ‘Steps of Forgiveness’ you will come to the
Reality that there has Never Been Anything to Forgive.”
That is so perfect for Everybody on planet Earth!
“Indeed, Indeed, then you will Free yourself Into the Oneness. And into the
Oneness You Begin to Recognize your ‘Inner Sight Capabilities and the Vibration of the
Inner Sight’. That also Helps you See in your Human World endeavor, your Spirit in
action.
“Here the Beauty of the Collective Field of Humanity is also its Shadow. Its
Beliefs in Its Separation, Its Belief in All that it sees through the Human Eye is Its
limitations, Its Separation from Spirit.
“It is time in this New World that that is Recognized as a Non-Truth and the
Beauty that you see out of your eyes is the same Beauty you see in your Inner Eye.
“There is nothing to be ashamed of. Lost within, Destroyed by and then as
always we say.
“You have been a Beautiful Element and you continue to Be the Beautiful Light
of Source. You are a quality that is Exploring and Experiencing always. You are

Learning and you are Releasing Burdens from the Shoulders of Consciousness. That
has left you Feeling you are Not Capable, Not Good Enough, you must know more and
more. Will you Live with your Life Now and as you go forward with this Statement? I
am a Wise Woman!!”
Oh, I would have never Even Thought to say that! I will and I’ll share that with
others!
“Very Good, Very Good.”
Thank you, Malachi.
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